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Hello!
We are Melina Nordstrand and Anja Eriksson and
we are the representatives of Bokförlaget Opal.
Opal is a well established, independent
publishing house in Sweden. We publish books
for children and youth with a clear quality profile,
both fiction and non-fiction, illustrated and textonly. Each year, Opal publishes approximately 50
new titles.

Post address:
Tegelbergsvägen 31,
168 66 Bromma, SWEDEN
Phone: +46 (8) 28 21 79
www.opal.se
melina@opal.se, +46 (8) 28 21 06
anja@opal.se, +46 (8) 28 21 18

The publishing house was founded in 1973 and
has from the beginning been located in Bromma,
a city district to Stockholm. We publish a number
of translations each year, but the main focus has
from the start been Swedish originals.
In 2017 we started Vox by Opal, an imprint with
focus primarly on YA literature. You can find these
titles in the end of the catalogue.
Please get in touch with us for more information!

Ulrika Kestere

The Sensitive Hedgehog
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(Den känsliga igelkotten)

The hedgehog has spotted a huge blackberry on
the top of the hill. Everyday she visits her berry,
and finally it’s ripe. Carefully she picks it and
starts the long journey home. But she
gets interrupted on her way. The crow,
the fox, the owl and the weasel all stop
her, telling her the best way to carry
the berry and what to do with it when
she gets home. Can’t she just carry her
berry in peace?
A tale about how it’s best to follow
your own instinct, told with stunning
illustrations from Ulrika Kestere, who
previously made “Wild Neighbours“ and
“Otto’s woolly sweater“ (p 42-43).
picture book
size: 215 x 280 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: september 2019
rights sold: danish, estonian, french,
and chinese (simplified)
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Charlotte Cederlund & Maya Jönsson

Annika Lundholm Moberg

(Vem vill leka med Zigge?)

(Ollie letar / Ollie på utflykt)

Who Wants To Play
With Zigge?

Zigge is bored. Everyone is doing something
and Zigge can’t join them. If only he could
push a carrier, then he could follow dad to the
grocery store. Or if he had two feet, he could
bike with big brother. Finally he has to start
play with himself. And what do you know? It’s
so fun, everyone wants to join him!
The second book about Zigge is just as charming
and easy to relate to as the first one.
picture book
size: 190 x 225 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: may 2019
rights sold: danish

Ollie Is Looking /
Ollie Goes On an Outing
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Ollie and dad is packing for an outing.
Ollie wants to bring his toys, but the
backpack is already full, so Ollie takes out
the thermos to make room. When they get
there, his dad starts to pick bluberries, but
Ollie feeds the cows with cinnamon buns
instead. And gets a not so happy dad when
it’s time for coffee and buns. …
Antoher day, Ollie is looking for something …
This charming new series for the youngest
is enjoyable for both children and
adults. Books that you might have
to read many, many times.
picture books
sizes: 190 x 190 mm
numbers of pages: 32
dates of release: March 2019
rights sold: danish
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Lars Rudebjer

The Books About Pan
(Böckerna om Pan)

Pan has a very big heart and always
wants to help, even if things doesn’t
always turn out the way they’re supposed
to. Like the time he’s helping his baby
sister. Or when he want’s to help his dad
bake some buns …
This brand new series about Pan the
panda consists of charming stories
suitable for the very young reader. The
first two titles released are “Pan Helps“
and “Pan Bakes“.
picture book
size: 170 x 170 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: may 2020
rights sold: chinese (simplified)

Lennart Eng

No Ordinary Duck
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(Ingen vanlig anka)

This is a duck. A completely ordinary duck.
Or is it?

No Ordinary Pig
(Ingen vanlig gris)

This is a pig. A completely ordinary pig. Or
is it?
Funny and charming with unexpected twists
for the very youngest.
picture books
size: 190 x 190 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release:
september 2019
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Mattias Edvardsson & Matilda Salmén

Marie Oskarsson, Jeeva Raghunath
and Kenneth Andersson

Ella and Noa – Plunge In

The Worm

(Ella och Noa – Hoppa från kanten)
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(Masken)

Ella and Noa is going with Ella’s dad to the
swimming pool. Ella jumps straight in the
water, but Noa is more hesitant. But that’s
fine. Sometimes it’s brave to admit your afraid.

The gang has found a worm.
It’s SO dead. So, obviously, it
will need to be buried. Luckily,
they know how to put together
a funeral. Everyone helps, and
it turns out to be a beautiful
ceremony. What has happened to
the worm? Is it a skeleton now?

The first book about Ella and Noa (Icecream on a
Wednesday) came out in 2018, and has sold very
well in Sweden. Mattias Edvardsson’s novels for
YA and adults have also been received well, and
are sold to several languages. Matilda Salmén is
a popular and often hired illustrator of children’s
books.

A book that tells about life and
death on a humouristic way that is
easy to grasp.

picture book
size: 210 x 297 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: may 2019
rights sold: danish

picture book
size: 195 x 225 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release:
march 2019
rights sold: danish

Ella & Noa – Icecream on a Wednesday

rights sold: danish, spanish (spain), and catalan
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Anna Holmström Degerman &
Christel Rönns

Doris – The Most Important Job
In the World
(Doris – Världens viktigaste jobb)

The pug Doris’s favorite thing is to lie in the grass,
looking at her paws. When it’s time for her to start
daycare, she is excited! But all the other dogs
are so busy! They work and have very important
jobs. There are sheep dogs, hounds, circus dogs,
guide dogs and many more. Doris feels a little bit
depressed, until she realizes: She has the most
important job in the world! She is a pet dog!

Stefan Casta & Anna Lagerström

Larson Is Having a Bad Day
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(Larson har en dålig dag)

Mr Larsson, the rooster, is having a very bad day. It
starts already in the morning when he falls
off his peg right when he’s about to wake up
the hens. After that, it all gets worse.
Let’s hope tomorrow will be better!
picture book
size: 210 x 260 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: march 2020

picture book
size: 210 x 260 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release:
may 2020
rights sold:
finnish
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Solja Krapu-Kallio & Sara
Gimbergsson

The Crow
(Kråkan)

Sanna Borell

Kajsa has a secret, she dreams
about having her own crow.
Just like dad had when he was
little.

The Fairytale

The Crow is a beutifully
illustrated story about
imagination and longing.

A girl walks out in the forest, and meets a wolf.
Luckily an unexpected hero shows up and
everything is fine. Or is it …?

picture book
size: 170 x 250 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: september 2019

(Sagan)

This is Little Red Riding Hood as you’ve never read it
before. A twist of the classic fairytale with inspiration
from other stories such as Alice in Wonderland.
picture book
size: 195 x 240 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: january 2020
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Tuvalisa Rangström & Anna Nilsdotter

Elin’s Secrets – An Introduction to Witchcraft
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(Elins hemligheter – En handbok i häxkonst)

Witches and witchcraft is a growing phenomenon in popular culture. The modern
witch is rising! This book presents an introduction to witchcraft, inspiring the readers
to use whats around us in our
magic. Through a story about the
young witch Elin, we get to know
more about wands, broom sticks,
magical plants, symbols and rituals.
The spells are easy and down-toearth, showing that magic can be
found everywhere, anytime.
The small format, the suggestive,
colourful illustrations and the
unusual layout make this book
seep with magic.
non fiction
size: 160 x 160 mm
number of pages: 120
date of release: september 2019
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Lena Sjöberg

The Night Shines
(Natten lyser)

Although the night can seem dark, there are actually plenty of things that shine by
themselves; stars and the moon, northern lights, animal eyes, fish in the sea, shiny
rocks, and even tiny bugs and mushrooms. This remarkable beautiful book tells about
all those things that bring us light in the dark.
Lena Sjöberg is a well renowned illustrator and picture book maker. For Opal, she’s
previously done an appreciated non fiction series about the heart, eggs and ice. These are
now followed by a freestanding non fiction book of a kind you’ve never seen before.
non fiction
size: 245 x 295 mm
number of pages: 48
date of release: September 2018
rights sold: russian, chinese, dutch,
french, german, and english (world)
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Peter Ekberg & Dave Henson

The Math Jungle
(Mattedjungeln)

Do you think that maths is boring? Think again!
This book gives you a fantastic introduction to the
exciting world that is mathematics. It is so much
more than just 1+1. Actually, we use it every day in
all different sort of situations. Welcome into the
jungle!
non fiction
size: 210 x 240 mm
number of pages: 48
date of release:
march 2020

För- och eftersättsblad.
Klistras

För- och eftersättsblad.

2

3
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Charlotte Cederlund & Dave Henson
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FIRE!

(Det brinner!)
In this non fiction title, you’ll learn everything you need to know about fires.
How to prevent them, how to warn if they start, how to put them out, and
what you need to keep in your house. You’ll learn how long different materials
burn, and why some burn faster than others. The book tells you about famous
historical fires, both accidential and planned ones. And in addition, there are
stories about different events connected to fire.
non fiction
size: 240 x 250 mm,
number of pages: 40
date of release: march, 2019
rights sold: korean and slovakian
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Maj Fagerberg & Stefan Casta

Karin Linderoth

Maj Fagerberg & Stefan Casta

The Dragons’s First Flora

The Bumblebee Builds a Nest

(Drakarnas första flora)
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(Humlan bygger bo)

Humlans bo är en av naturens bäst
bevarade hemligheter. Men för humlan själv
är det bara livets gång. Hon gör som
humlor alltid har gjort, fantastiskt nog. Och
hon skapar ett litet mästerverk i marken,
som ingen av oss anar. Där lever
drottningen och alla hennes arbetshumlor.

Not everyone now this, but in every flower on
earth, lives a little dragon. They are very small,
and can only be seen with a magnifying glass. To
spot them, however, you’ll also need a thorough
knowledge about the flowers they live in. This
book therefore contains facts about both the
dragons and the flowers they belong to.

Under one short summer, the bumblebee queen
creates an entire world of new bumblebees.
Read about how she does it. With very little text
and sensitive illustration this book tolds the
amaing story of the life of a bumblebee queen.
non fiction
size: 180 x 200 mm
number of pages: 32
year of release: 2020

A beautiful flora in a convenient size. The perfect
addition to Our Nordic Dragons.

OPAL

non fiction
size: 135 x 190 mm,
number of pages: 32
date of release: may 2019

The Bumblebee’s Herbarium
rights sold: norwegian, german,
chinese (simplified), and finnish

Our Nordic Dragons

rights sold: danish and russian

The Bumblebee’s Flower Book
rights sold: norwegian, german,
chinese (simplified), and finnish
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Monica Zak & Gunna Grähs

Monica Zak

Ceva and The Ice Skates
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Are There Wolfs In Sweden?

(Ceva och skridskorna)

Ceva’s school is going to ice skate. She hates it! She’s
terrified that the ice will brake, and that she will end
up in the water. She’s been afraid of water ever since
her family fled from Syria over a stormy ocean. At
the skating rink there are elderly men, helping the
children to tie their skates. One of them helps Ceva
and tells her that the ice isn’t dangerous.
easy reading
size: 135 x 210 mm,
number of pages: 32
date of release: january 2019

(Finns det vargar i Sverige?)

In Afghanistan there are wolfs. And us girls
weren’r allowed to play football in the village.
When my sister was sentenced to be stoned
to death because she refused to get married,
we all fled to Sweden. Are there wolfs here?
And can girls play football? One day, when I
was out walking in the forest, someone said:
“Look, there’s a wolf“. And I ran. I ran straight
towards a steep.
middle grade 9-12
size: 135 x 210 mm,
number of pages: 124
word count: 25,500
date of release: may 2019

Ava and The Dog That Disappeared
Beva and The Love
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Malin Stehn & Maria Källström

Anna Ehn & Mia Öström
Illustrated by Alex Howes

(Luna och Liam – Serie)

(Valpvarningserien)

It’s summer and the twins Luna and Liam are going to learn how to swim. Liam hates it!
He’s afraid of water and cannot seem to learn how to swim. But then, one day, their friend
Mohammed runs on the wooden deck, and accidentally pushes Liam into the water …

Anettes biggest dream is to get her very own snake. Just a kind, calm and quiet snake to keep
her company on the lonely afternoons and weekends. But her mother doesn’t listen as usual,
and gets her a puppy instead. A big, messy, stupid puppy. Anette decides to name him Python.
And Python is not a calm, quiet friend. He’s with her all the time, and ruins pretty much every
situation. And if that wasn’t enough, Anette has to take him to puppy class. School! On her
freetime! The worst part is that no one else seems to understand her. Everyone else just thinks
Python is adorable. One thing is sure: A puppy is not the same thing as a snake!

Luna & Liam – Series

Luna is singing at the school concert, she
loves to sing! But when the day of the
concert comes, Luna wakes up with a
stomach ache. At the concert, it gets worse,
and suddenly she cannot remember one
word of the song. Then, she hears a voice
singing from the audience …
The Luna and Liam series is a brand new easyto-read series starting with the titles Luna and
Liam Goes Swimming (Luna och Liam på
simskola) and Luna Sings Solo (Luna sjunger
solo), on the theme of facing you fears.

Puppy Warning – Series
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An amazingly hilaroius series about Anette and her troublesome but very very sweet puppy.
middle grade, 6-9
size: 150 x 210 mm
number of pages: 64
date of release:
april 2019

easy reading
size: 135 x 210 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: april 2019
rights sold: danish
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Malin Eriksson & Mia Nilsson
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The Rabbit Leap
(Kaninhoppet)

Lo has a dog, and Alwin is so jealous.
They are planning to train agility during
summer break, but when Alwin’s younger
sister gets sick and their parents have to
take her to the hospital, Alwin is shipped
away to stay with his grandfather all
summer. He’s convinced it will be the
worst. But one day, he finds a rabbit at
the field …

Micaela Annas & Bettina Johansson

The Slalom Saboteur
(Slalomsabotören)

Nike and Enok is away on a skiing trip with their
parents. But Musse, the owner of the ski resort,
isn’t happy. He is convinced someone is trying to
ruin the big competition that is just a few days
away. Nike and Enok decide together with their
dad to help Musse. Who is the saboteur. Can you
help them find out?

This is a story abot the very popular sport
rabbit show jumping. But it’s also a story
about how a young boy handles hard
feeling like jelousy, loss, and greif.

Crime fiction for the young reader, where the
reader can find clues to the solution in both
text and illustration.
middle grade, 6-9
size: 150 x 200 mm
number of pages: 48
date of release: september 2019

middle grade, 6-9
size: 150 x 210 mm
number of pages: 80
date of release: may 2019

The Camping Thief
rights sold: danish
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Anna Holmström Degerman & Monika Forsberg

The Summer Island
(Sommarön)

Anette Eggert & Sofia Falkenhem

Limpan is staying with her grandfather at his
summer house at an island. She is convinced
she will be bored without friends and without
wifi. But she’s wrong. At nights, Limpan
hears horrible cries from a neighbouring
island. Who, or what, is crying? Is it a ghost?
Luckily, Limpan one day meets Josefina, a
neighbouring girl who also turns out to be a
bit of a ghost expert. One stormy night, they
decide to row over the ocean to catch the
ghost.

The Final Kick
(Sista sparken)

Adam loves football more than
anything. But he gets so angry
out on the field. Almost every
game, he starts fighting with
someone from the other team.
His mom says: “If you get
angry like that one more time,
you can’t play football
anymore“. Can’t
play anymore?
That’s simply not
possible. Adam
has to learn to
control his anger.
An easy-to-read for everyone
crazy about football.
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A summer story that is
just scary enough.
middle grade, 6-9
size: 150 x 210 mm
number of pages: 80
date of release: may 2019
easy-to-read, 6-9
size: 140 x 200 mm
number of pages: 56
date of release: may 2019
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Maria Engstrand

Code: Orestes
Maria Engstrand

Code: Elektra
(Kod: Elektra)

Code: Elektra starts a couple of
months after the ending of Code:
Orestes. This time, Oreste’s baby
sister Elektra is somehow involved
in the mystery that he and Malin get
dragged into. They have to follow
codes and secret messages to find
the answer to the riddle.
middle grade, 9-12
number of pages: ca 400
word count: 69,000
date of release: october 2020
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(Kod: Orestes)

It’s a freezing cold night full of stars. Malin
is on her way home when a strange man
pushes an envelope in her hand, telling her
she needs to give it to the chosen child that
will present himself in one hundred days.
Then he disappears. Exactly hundred days
later, Orestes moves in next door to Malin.
She realizes that he’s the boy the man was
talking about. Orestes however, doesn’t care
about the letter. He’s interested in science
and thinks all the talk about strange men and
signs are stupid. But Malin is persistent, and
they discover that the letter is written in code.
Together, they need to solve the mystery and
are drawn into a world they both thought
were long gone.
This stunning debut is the first in a series. An
adventure that is impossible to stop reading.
middle grade, 9-12
number of pages: 390
word count: 69,000
date of release: may 2018
rights sold: russian and german
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Ann-Christine Magnusson, Anna
Knutsson & Lars Winnerbäck
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No One Will Get Away
(Ingen kommer undan)

Sebbe and Connor is looking forward to the
school field trip, a sleepover at an old farm
deep into the woods. But they get lost and
can’t find the rest of their class. Instead, they
meet an old man. An old man who wants his
wood to be left alone, and not have a bunch
of teenagers running around in it. Sebbe and
Connor instinctively becomes afraid of him,
and it doesn’t get better when they see wierd
plans and buckets of gasoline. Is the old man
planning to set the whole class on fire?
An illustrated middle grade thriller about
bravery and trust.
middle grade, 9-12
number of pages: 220
word count: 37,000
date of release: may 2019
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Torsten Bengtsson
Dan & Lotta Höjer

Laboratory No. 4
(Laboratorium nr 4)

Alex and Shanti’s parents work at the secret
military base in town. The secrecy creates
questions from the locals, what is really
going on behind the fence? When Wilma
becomes friends with Alex and Shanti she
simply must ask them! Together they break
into one of the laboratories. Soon they
realized they shouldn’t have done that …
Their curiosity starts a chain of event that
quickly get out of hand.
A page turner that is thrilliing to the very last
word.
middle grade, 9-12
size: 135 x 210 mm
number of pages: 176
word count: 24,000
date of release: september 2019

Dark Forces
(Mörka krafter)
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A cold winter night, two men moves
around the fugitive camp with cans full
of petrol. Soon, flames burst out every
where and the disaster is a fact.
After an event in the gym locker room,
14-year-olds Jon and Rita decide to learn
more about the history involving second
world war and the holocaust. It is almost
too horrible to grasp.
Meanwhile, swastikas are scrawled all over
town and Nazi meetings are arranged in
the city centre. Dark forces are slowly
taking over, and Jon and Rita find them
selves right in the middle of it all.
A dark story told with warmth in earnest. A
tale about friendship and finding the first love,
while resisting the dark forces around us.
YA
size: 150 x 210 mm
number of pages: 150
word count: 25,000
date of release: january 2020
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Therese Henriksson

Coldness

Maria Engstrand

Imagine that all the electric power goes off and you
loose all connection with the outer world. Imagine it
being -30°C and it keeps getting colder. What would you
do? For Sofia, the situation becomes real when she and
her brothers are forced to leave their home and head for
their grandfather’s cabin in the forest during a blackout
that completely paralyses society. In the cabin, they can
keep the fire going and at least keep warm, but without
working phones and many miles from town, they are
completely isolated from everything. Will they survive?

(Hålsjön)

(Kyla)

A thrilling thought-provoking YA novel with
a theme that seems more pressing every day.
YA
number of pages: 280
word count: 53,000
date of release: january 2019

Hollow Lake
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13 year-old John is forced to stay
a week together with his younger
cousin in their grandmother’s cabin
by the lake. It couldn’t be more
boring. At least until one morning,
when grandma is missing and they
see a strange light over the lake.
They find something very odd on the
bottom of the lake and at the same
time a curious neighbour shows up to
“take care“ of the children. And that’s
when John’s cousins all start to act
strange. What is happening?
A horror story that creeps up on you,
so scary that we recommend you don’t
read this right before you go to bed.
YA
number of pages: 260
word count: 46,000
date of release: may 2019
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Sven Nordqvist
Sven Nordqvist

Pettson and Findus
Builds a Car
(Pettson och Findus
bygger en bil)

Pettson is building a car for
Findus! Can you help him?
A brand new book about the loved
character’s Pettson and Findus. This
time, you can be part of the story by
spinning wheels, pulling at curtains
and saw through the wood.

Can’t You Do Anything, Pettson?
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(Kan du ingenting, Pettson?)

Findus challanges Pettson in different ways; stand
on his head, climb trees, scare the hens. Findus
wins every time. “Can’t you do anything, Pettson“, he
asks? But there’s one thing Pettson’s expert at!
Read more about the series on the next spread.
picture book
size: 210 x 260 mm
number of pages: 28
date of release: august 2019

board book with flaps
size: 180 x 200 mm
number of pages: 10
date of release: august 2020
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The Books about Pettson and Findus
The first book about Pettson and Findus, Pannkakstårtan, was published in 1984 and has stayed
popular ever since. The book has, until today, sold nearly 2 million copies around the world. 30
years later the first board book, Känner du Pettson och Findus?, was published and sold 27 000
copies in Sweden the first nine months. The entire series has been a success right from the
start, both in Sweden and around the world. All together they have sold approximately 15
million copies and have been translated into 55 languages.
All the books have been highly welcomed and sold over 1 million copies each, but the three
most popular Pettsonbooks around the world
is Pannkakstårtan,
Pettson får julbesök and
När Findus var liten och
försvann. Those have
together sold more than
5,2 million copies.
picture books

Pannkakstårtan (1984)

Rävjakten (1986)

Stackars Pettson (1987)

Hi
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Tomtemaskinen is the only Pettson and Findus-story that isn’t purely
a picture book. It’s a a 130-page long storybook that tells the story of
how Findus is worried that he won’t get any Christmas presents. When
Pettson promises him that Santa Claus is coming, Pettson realises he is
in trouble. How can he get Santa Claus to come so that Findus won’t be
disappointed? (Unlike Findus, Pettson knows that Santa Claus isn’t real ...)
Tomtemaskinen (1994)
board books

Var är Pettson?
(2016)
Känner du Pettson och
Findus? (2014)

Pettson får
julbesök (1988)

Var är Pettson?
(Puzzle book, 2015)

factual books

Pyssla med Findus (With Eva-Lena
Larsson och Kennert Danielsson, 1998)
Pettson och Findus kokbok (With
Christine Samuelsson, 2004)
Pettson och Findus sångbok (With
Sven Hedman, 1999)
Pettson tältar (1992)
Kackel i
grönsakslandet (1990)

Tuppens minut
(1996)

När Findus var liten Findus flyttar ut (2012)
och försvann (2001)

Sjung med Pettson och Findus
(With Sven Hedman, 2015)

for information on rights sold: please contact us.
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Sven Nordqvist

The Dog Walk

(Hundpromenaden)
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Imagine walking the old
lady’s big dog!
– Don’t go too far away.
– I won’t. Just a little stroll.
– And don’t stay out too long.
– I won’t.
How long is that, one might
wonder? And who is really
walking who?
Completely without words,
Sven Nordqvist tells a story
about a world that is ready
to be discovered. Imaginative
and amazing illustrations
invites you to a walk you’ll never experience again.
size: 335 x 275 mm / 380 x 312 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: september 2018
rights sold: german, danish, russian, polish, and faroe islands
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Sven Nordqvist

Where Is My Sister?
(Var är min syster?)
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How do you find a sister that keeps disappearing?
She says the world is big, there’s so much to see.
But her brother knows where to find her. Do you?
The search leads you on a magnificent journey
across landscapes that exists only in dreams.
In magnificent illustrations, Sven Nordqvist tells a
story of a kind you’ve never seen before. The book
was awarded with the August Prize in 2007.
picture book
size: 335 x 275 mm
number of pages: 32
year of release: 2007
rights sold: english (uk), finnish, hebrew, italian,
norwegian, hungarian, japanese, korean, lithuanian,
russian, chinese (simplified), spanish (spain),
catalan, german, and arabic (world)
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Monika Vaicenavičiene

What Is a River?
(Vad är en flod?)

What is a river? It’s a thread, embroiding our world with beautiful
patterns. It’s a journey, visiting mountains, cities and oceans. It’s a
home, providing water and shelters for all living things. It’s energy,
giving away it’s force to those who need it. It’s a meeting place, a
memory, a riddle, a name. It’s all those things, and it binds all of us
living on this earth together.
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A stunning poetic tale that leaves no one untouched.
non-fiction
size: 280 x 280 mm
number of pages: 48
date of release:
january 2019
rights sold: russian,
turkish, korean,
italian, arabic,
french (world),
english (world),
chinese (simplified),
chinese (complex),
spanish (world), and
lithuanian
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Valdemar In the Ocean
rights sold: thai,
hindi, odia,
chinese (simplified),
and korean

Lennart Eng
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Little Valdemar
(Lilla Valdemar)

Valdemar is safe, swimming
under his mothers big belly. But
sometimes he gets curious, there is
so much to discover in the world!
In 2003, Valdemar In the Ocean
(Valdemar i världshavet) was
published. It became a huge success
and was, among other things,
nominated to the August Prize. 15
years later, it is followed by a new book
about Valdemar, this time telling the
story of him as a little one.
picture book
size: 210 x 295 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: april 2018
rights sold: chinese (simplified)
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Ulrika Kestere

Wild Neighbours

(Vilda grannar)
Rabbit has bought a summer house, but the vacation doesn't really turn out the way
he hoped. When he arrives to his house, huge wild cats are drinking from the fountain.
What is he to do? Maybe his mother has a plan for him?
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picture book
size: 215 x 280 mm,
number of pages: 32
year of release: 2017
rights sold: danish, russian, latvian, estonian, french (world),
chinese (simplified) and italian

Otto’s Woolly Sweater
(Ottos ulliga tröja)

Far up in the north, the lynx Lisa and the bear Nils live. One day, their
friend Otto, the lemur, visits them to paint the beautiful northern
lights. But it’s so cold! Lisa och Nils gets an idea! They will knit a
sweater for Otto! The two of them have so much wool, surely
they can share some of it with him!
picture book
size: 215 x 280 mm,
number of pages: 32
date of release: september 2018
rights sold: danish, latvian, russian, chinese (simplified)
french (world), and english (world)
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Inga Borg
Sanna Borell

Play Nice

(Klappa snällt)
Everyday the three friends play
together in the park. They know how
to behave, how to be kind to the cats
and how to let everyone join in their
games. Everyone besides Börje!
He just makes a mess and doesn’t
understand a thing. Börje is not
nice! the three friends think.
An everyday drama that takes place
in the playground. About friendship
and what it really means to be a good
friend.

The Plupp Series
Somewhere far up in the north of Lapland, among the
highest mountains, lives a little elf-like being called
Plupp. Plupp is invisible to humans, can talk to animals
and likes to say “plupp plupp”. Plupp lives in a little tentlike Sami hut called a goathi, beside a lake. In the books
we also get to know the friends Ermine the stoat and the
Lemming.
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The first book about Plupp was published in 1955. Inga Borg’s sweet stories about the charming Plupp
with beautiful illustrations of the northern landscape has been read and loved for decades.
picture books
size: 210 x 260 mm / 180 x 180 mm		
number of pages: 32 			

rights sold: french, russian, german, arabic (world), finnish
sami languages, and meänkieli language

Sanna Borell won Opal’s picture book
competition in 2016 for That Kind of
Day. In 2017 she was also awarded with
the Castor Prize, given out by Alfabeta
Bokförlag.
picture book
size: 250 x 285 mm
number of pages: 32
date of release: April 2018
rights sold: danish and french
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Lena Sjöberg

Explore Nature with Sofi, the Ant!

Beating Facts About the Heart / Hardboiled Facts About Eggs /
Cold Facts About Ice

In five beautiful books, the ant Sofi walks the reader through nature. Together, you’ll look at
flowers, berries, trees, and mushrooms, and discover what happen in nature during the four
seasons.

You never knew there were so many things you never knew about ice, eggs, and the heart. And you never
knew you actually want to know all these things. Lena Sjöberg presents in these three beautiful books
three subjects that isn’t the most common ones in non fiction titles.

The books are created by Stefan Casta and Bo Mossberg. Stefan has been writing books for
children for over thirty years. His works consists both of picture books, young adult and non
fiction. Bo is a well known Swedish floral illustrator. He is most famous for Den nya nordiska
floran (The New Nordic Flora), which have become a classic among Swedish botanists.

Thanks to Lena’s amazing illustrations, these titles are not just books cramped with knowledge, but
actual work of arts, delighting both the ones thirsty for knowledge, and the ones who simply enjoy the
beauties of life.
non fiction
size: 241,5 mm x 253 mm
number of pages: 48
year of release: 2010 / 2013 / 2016
rights sold: danish, german, ukrainian,
russian, vietnamese, and chinese (simplified)

”it is alluringly
beautiful,
lena sjöberg’s book
about the heart.”
Lina Wennersten,
Svenska Dagbladet,
20/4 2016
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non fiction
size: 190 x 250 mm,
number of pages: 48
year of release: 1998 / 2004 /
2006 / 2007 / 2013

rights sold: danish,
finnish, estonian,
norwegian, polish,
russian, chinese
(simplified),
ukrainian and
turkish
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right sold:

The Books About Lycke
and Lage
rights sold:

Rebus builds a forest
Alma and Boris Thorugh
the Alphabet
Tore Silver Visselgren
Mille And the Big Storm
My Friend On the Other
Side of the Mountain
rights sold: danish and
french

Sara Gimbergsson
Little Seed

rights sold: denmark and japanese

Sleep Tight

rights sold: danish

Uno in Mother’s Belly

rights sold: danish and norwegian

Lisa Hyder & Per Gustavsson
If The Day Ends
rights sold: danish, persian, arabic

Ingrid Flygare
En robot ramlar ner
rights sold: danish

En robot hjälper till
rights sold: danish

Minus and the big
world

rights sold: danish,
finnish, french, german,
flemish, norwegian,
russian, english (north
america), and chinese
(simplified)

Malin Eriksson &
Ingrid Flygare
Pony Friends series

niferumque, sed partiendo disputationi et. Dicit verear
maiorum ius ex, pro ludus cotidieque cu.
Vel an iusto percipitur consectetuer, vel in nisl purto,
sea tale dicam ne. Usu ei feugait vulputate, in sit nulla
recteque, eos te eius tation oblique.

MALIN ERIKSSON

INGRID FLYGARE

Ponnykompisar

Hoppet
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rights sold: norwegian

middle grade
Lena Arro & Filippo Vanzo
Route 15 to Rannebergen

Poor Allan (Text by
Barbro Lindgren)
rights sold: russian

Porridge For Christmas

rights sold: german and english
(uk)

Stefan Casta & Marcus
Gunnar Pettersson
The Magical Dust
rights sold: ukrainian

rights sold: danish,
norwegian, russian,
german, and kurdish
(world)

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, his libris postea scriptorem at, suavitate mnesarchum quo te. Mei te solet sig-

Hoppet

Lena Arro & Sara Gimbergsson
The Books About Magda

easy to read

MALIN ERIKSSON INGRID FLYGARE

Sven Nordqvist
Lisa Is Waiting For the Bus

picture books

The Book About Nasse

Annika Lundholm Moberg
The Books About Sven
rights sold: danish

rights sold: polish, hindi,
odia, danish, norwegian,
and german

Lars Rudebjer
What a Luck!
You Can!

rights sold: danish

The books about Mirre
rights sold: finnish,
danish, russian, and
chinese (simplified)

Stefan Casta
The House Where The
Bumblebees Lives
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Staffan Cederborg
Brain Freeze

rights sold: danish

Brain Melt
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Annika Giannini
The Books About Majsan
rights sold: danish

Non Fiction
Stefan Casta & Emma
Tinnert
My Butterfly Book

rights sold: finnish, russian, and
chinese (simplified)

Lisa Hyder & Louise Winblad
Majken Majken
rights sold: italian

Peter Ekberg &
Sven Nordqvist
Think for Yourself

rights sold: germna, danish, polish,
japanese, russian, turkish, and
korean

rights sold: danish

Guidebook for Map
Readers

Maj Fagerberg
Once Upon A Time
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Jack & Elliot Wallentin
Fantastic Animals of the
Amazonas Rainforest

rights sold: danish, japanese, and
korean

rights sold: danish

Mia Öström & Anna Ehn
The Books About Sally

rights sold: russian

Peter Ekberg & Jens Ahlbom
You and Your Brain
Think Big

Per Simonsson & Stefan Roos
The Series About Klappsnapparna

Marie-Chantal Long
#seriouslyitsenough
It Is Just Me Who Is So Fucking Bad
It Is Summer Time

Linnéa Krylén
Guidebook for
Cloudspotters

Malin Stehn
The Ghost Writer

ya

rights sold: danish

This summer Might
Kill Me
Not Your Brother

Mats Berggren
Rami and Jonatan
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n
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Anette Eggert
Thistle Thoughts

rights sold: german

MALIN ERIKSSON

Malin Eriksson
The Horse at Vinga

Hästen
på Vinga
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Linda Jones

Emma Johansson

(Bete sig)

(Sönderslagen)

Behave

Broken

Stina’s world falls apart when her parents get divorced. Everyone says she
should be happy it didn’t happen when she was younger. But how can she be
happy when she doesn’t recognize her parents and her home is just a house.
She decides to leave it all, and rents a cabin at the foot of the mountain far away
from everything. But how do you cope in a cabin without electricity and running
water when you’re used to a comfortable life? How do you survive there when
you’re used to take out food and chips? And how do you live completely without
contact to the other world, when you’re used to a constant information flow?

Juliet has fled Stockholm to a small town where she studies French
at the community college. Her parents are beyond disappointed. But
she had to leave, away from the family and away from the thing that
happened last spring. Now, she’s starting to enjoy her quiet life. Or, it
is quiet until she meets Emil. Juliet falls head over heels and let him
closer than anyone. But Emil has issues of his own, and when she finds
out exactly how violent he can be the struggle starts. Can she really
fall in love with someone like him and still protect herself?

nuber of pages: 272
word count: 57,500
year of release: 2019

number of pages: 256
word count: 58,000
year of release: 2019

Anna Hörnell

The Earth Trembles in California
(I Kalifornien skälver jorden)

“This is what you need to know about California: It was the best. And the worst.”
Melin leaves the small town she’s grown up in and flies över the Atlantic to go
to college in San Luis Obispo, California. It’s her turn to finally tremble. And she
falls in love; with California, with the constant party of college life, and with
Lucas Sparkman, even though everyone says he’s an idiot. But the ground she
stands on is shaking, and someday it all will be ruined.
number of pages: 312
word count: 58,500
year of release: 2019

Vox
by
Opal

Emma Johansson

Paper Souls
(Papperssjälar)

Emilia isn’t excited about life anymore. Not since that day last spring
when Theresia was hit by a train. There’s something regarding the
death of the popular girl that bothers Emilia. No one else understands
the changes in Emilia’s personality, or why she is so uncomfortable
around Viktor, Thereseias older brother. Truth is: Emilia keeps a secret
regarding Theresia’s death. A secret that can change everything.
Nominated for Best YA Audio Book 2018.
number of pages: 336
word count: 74,000
year of release: 2017
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Linnea Dahlgren

The Day You Ruined Everything

(Dagen du förstörde allt)

Melanie and Kassandra are best friends. They
like to visit the Time Leap, a glade deep into the
woods, where they pretend to travel in time,
visiting both common memories and their
glorious future. One night, Melanie wakes up
to the news that Kassandra has taken her own
life. It must be a mistake? But it’s not and she
realizes: What if she can use the Time Leap to
travel in time, persuading Kassandra to change
her decision?
Nominated for Best YA Audio Book 2019.
number of pages: 248
word count: 42,000
Year of release: 2018

“… therapeutical
[…] filled with original details.“
– Lydia Wistisen. DN, 9/4 2018

